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Overview
 Background (Michael Haugh)
 Technical issues (Steve Cassidy)
 Legal issues (Anne Fitzgerald)
1 Background. 
 July 2008: Statement of Common Purpose
 push to create a massive online database of 
spoken and written language in Australia, in all 
its forms and diversity 
 freely accessible and useful to the maximum 
number of interested parties 
 Dec 2008: HCSNet Workshop on Designing      
the Australian National Corpus
http://sf08 hcsnet edu au/summerfest08/workshops/australiancorpus. . .
Composition of the future AusNC    
M lti d l u mo a
 text, multimodal text, audio, AV
 Multilingual
 English in Australia (AusE), Indigenous 
languages, Community languages, Sign 
languages
 Distributed
 Common technical standards/version control  
Multipurpose 
(Haugh, Burridge, Mulder and Peters, 2009) 
Data sources 
 May 2009: Australian Academy of the 
Humanities Workshop on The Future 
Australian National Corpus: Ethical and Legal 
Issues
 consideration of existing copyright and privacy 
laws
 licensing donations of data 
 licensing access to data by users
Using Corpus Data  
• Linguistics: find exemplars, study, explore, 
count occurrences, contrast
– Simple, powerful query system
– Browsable data, linking, exploration
– Bookmarking, citation of exemplars
• Language Technology: training models   , 
system evaluation
Often simpler queries–   
– Speed of access critical
– Large quantities of data processed
Technical Issues 
Data and Meta Data  -
• Source Data: collected examples of 
language use
Data and Meta Data  -
• Session level meta-data:
– When collected, how, by whom, …
Data and Meta Data  -
• Annotation: structural meta-data, aligned to 
source data
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Storage Sharing and Publication,   
• Current model: local storage, distribution 
via optical media
• Goals: 
– Online, distributed storage
– Authentication, authorisation regime
Flexible access policy–   
– Low barrier to contribution of data
S ti ll b ti t ti– uppor ng co a ora ve anno a on
Proposed Architecture of the AuNC    
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Legal Issues 
3 Legal issues.  
 Ownership
 custodianship vs intangible property rights
 Rights
 copyright in text audio video data collections  , , ,  
 need to be understood and managed for 
appropriate levels of access and reuse      
 use simple, standardised permissions 
(licences) 
 Restrictions
 Privacy, confidentiality, ethical, contractual 
Future plans 
F h i bli i ort com ng pu cat on:
Haugh, M., K Burridge, J. Mulder, and P. Peters (eds.) (2009), 
Selected Proceedings of the 2008 HCSNet Workshop on 
Designing the Australian National Corpus: Mustering 
Languages. Somerville, MA: Cascadilla Proceedings Project.
http://www lingref com/cpp/mainlist html. . .
 Language audit (supported by Australian Linguistics Society)
 Forthcoming workshop:
HCSN W k h B ildi h A li N i l Cet or s op on u ng t e ustra an at ona  orpus, 
3 December 2009, UNSW.
http://www.hcsnet.edu.au/summerfest09/ausnc09
